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A unique representation 
in a hybrid systems










A global but specialized view of light interactions
 Real World: 
 Physics and Optics laws
 Sensors characteristics (physical & human)







Real World Virtual World Light Interactions
Shortened distance
A global but specialized view of light interactions
 Real World: 
 Physics and Optics laws
 Sensors characteristics (physical & human)
 Virtual World: models & algorithms
Sino-French Symposium 2015
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MANAO team-project: a bridge
LP2N
LaBRI
Axe IV: Computational Optics & Mixed Reality 
Team: Image & Sound







Convergence Optics & Computers
4 Challenges
1. Simulation







Interactive simulation of transfers
[Lu – Pacanowski – Granier 2015]
L(p→ o⃗ )=Le(p→ o⃗ )+∫Ω ρ(ω⃗→ p→ o⃗ )〈n⃗⋅⃗ω〉L( ω⃗→ p )d ω⃗
L (u ,v ,s , t )=∑ij I ij (s , t ) d
2
cos2φ
ϕij (u ,v )
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Conception : BRDF orientation field
● Theoretical analysis
– BRDF orientiation field
– Highlight tangent field
● Optimization
– Orientation field
– To obtain highligths
[Raymond – Barla – Guennebaud 
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Light-Field Acquisition






[Manakov – Retrepo – Ihrke 2013]
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Generalized plenoptic imaging




● Many view-points 
– Light-Field
– ... L( x , y , z , l⃗ , λ , ψ⃗ , t )
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How to make many copies
● Directly a diffuser 
19
How to make many copies
● … and after a reflection 
20
How to make many copies
● … and another one
21
How to make many copies
● Many virtual copies of the diffuser
22





Application 1: HDR Imaging
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Application 2: Spectral Imaging
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Application 2: Spectral Imaging
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Imagerie plénoptique généralisée




● Many view-points 
– Light-Field
– ... L( x , y , z , l⃗ , λ , ψ⃗ , t )
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How to make many viewpoints
● Remove the diffuser 
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How to make many viewpoints
● Direct view point
29
How to make many viewpoints
● … and after a reflection
30
How to make many viewpoints
● … and another one
31
How to make many viewpoints














– Protyping hybrid systems









HDR Imaging & Manipulation 
Software ecosystem
● For companies & academies
– Historical : Eigen, PFSTools, HDRsee
– Recents : ALTA, Patate
Eigen
Linear Algebra & Optimization
ALTA
Analyze, fit, understand BRDFs
Patate
Our Computer Graphics results
HDRsee
HDR GPU-visualization
Award – Symposium on Geometry Processing 2013 


















• Models comparisons (fitting)
• Data analysis
Plugins
• Easy to extend
• Connections (BRDF Explorer)
Scripting
Alpha version
• Open Data format (MERL, ASTM) 
• Non-linear approximation




[Pacanowski – Guennebaud – Barla 2014]




● Convergence of Virtual – Real Worlds
– From Acquisition to Display
– Need of hybrid tools: Optics + Computer sciences
● Challenges
1. Simulation
2.  Tools for design & Co-desig
3.  Hybrid systems
4.  Certifications
